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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA

COMPETITION AND CONSUMER ACT 2010

IN THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL

File No: ACT 9 of 2015

RE: APPLICATION FOR MERGER AUTHORISATION: ACQUISITION OF THE 
TOLL MARINE LOGISTICS BUSINESS

Applicant: SEA SWIFT PTY LTD (Sea Swift)

ACCC ISSUES LIST

Sea Swift proposes to acquire the northern Australian marine freight business of Toll Marine 
Logistics Australia (Toll), a division of Toll Holdings Limited (Proposed Acquisition).  Sea 
Swift has applied for authorisation for the Proposed Acquisition from the Australian 
Competition Tribunal (the Tribunal).  The Tribunal must not grant authorisation unless it is 
satisfied that the Proposed Acquisition would be likely to result in such a benefit to the public 
that it should be allowed to occur.  This requires consideration of whether the public benefits 
outweigh any likely detriments.  

This document sets out issues that the ACCC considers are relevant to the Tribunal’s 
consideration of whether to grant authorisation.

Sea Swift’s application (Form S) is available on the Tribunal website: 
http://www.competitiontribunal.gov.au/authorisations.

Public detriments

The Proposed Acquisition will result in a merger of the two largest competitors for scheduled 
marine freight services in the Northern Territory (NT) and far north Queensland (FNQ) and 
the elimination of competition between them. The Proposed Acquisition would result in a 
single service provider on most scheduled marine freight routes currently serviced by Sea 
Swift and Toll in the NT and FNQ.

Issues

1. Sea Swift identifies three possible alternate market definitions: see section 5 of 
Form S, pp. 18-21.

a. What are the relevant markets?

b. How readily can suppliers of scheduled marine freight services on one route 
or in one region expand to constrain suppliers on other routes or in other 
regions? 

c. To what extent are other services, such as charter services, limited 
destination freight services or depot-to-depot services (rather than door-to-
door or depot-to-door), substitutes for customers of scheduled marine freight 
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services?

d. How readily can providers of other services, such as charter services, switch 
to supplying scheduled marine freight services? 

2. What is the nature and extent of existing rivalry or competition between Sea Swift 
and Toll for the supply of scheduled marine freight services in the NT and FNQ?

3. To what extent do customers currently benefit from the price and non-price 
competition (e.g., higher service levels) between Sea Swift and Toll for the supply of 
scheduled marine freight services?

4. A key issue will be identifying the likely future state of competition if the Proposed 
Acquisition does not proceed. Sea Swift submits that, without the Proposed 
Acquisition, Toll will commence implementing steps to wind up the Toll business in 
the NT and FNQ and exit the relevant markets as soon as possible. Therefore, 
according to Sea Swift, Toll will not be present in the markets with or without the 
Proposed Acquisition (and it will still face other competition) so the Proposed 
Acquisition will not result in public detriment arising from any lessening of 
competition: see sections 19 and 22 of Form S, pp. 56 and 60.

a. How likely is it that Toll will completely and immediately exit the NT and FNQ 
markets if the Proposed Acquisition does not proceed?  

b. If the Proposed Acquisition does not proceed and Toll does decide to exit:

i. Will Toll have an incentive to sell some or all of its NT and FNQ 
business or assets to someone other than Sea Swift who may purchase 
and use these assets to compete against Sea Swift in the relevant 
markets?

ii. How would Toll dispose of its assets, including its customer contracts 
and its vessels and how long would this take?  

iii. Would Toll ceasing to service its existing customer base provide 
opportunities for alternative suppliers to acquire new customers and 
enter the relevant markets in competition with Sea Swift?

iv. Will this make it easier for other companies to enter or expand in the 
relevant markets? How important is the ability to compete to obtain 
customer contracts and potentially to acquire some of Toll's assets?

5. Will the removal of Toll from the NT and FNQ increase the likelihood of increases in 
price and/or decreases in the quality of service offered by Sea Swift for the supply of 
scheduled marine freight services? To what extent would any such changes in price 
or service be different in a future with the Proposed Acquisition compared to a future 
without it?

6. Sea Swift submits that there is insufficient demand to support more than one full 
service provider across all routes in the relevant market(s): see paragraphs 5.8 and 
10.5 of the Form S. In the future without the Proposed Acquisition, is there sufficient 
demand to enable another operator to compete with Sea Swift on at least some 
routes in the NT or in FNQ? 

7. To what extent is Sea Swift likely to face competition from other potential competitors 
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post-acquisition?  Will the remaining firms in the market or the prospect of potential 
new entrants in the market place a strong competitive constraint on Sea Swift 
following the Proposed Acquisition?  

8. What are the nature and extent of barriers to entry and expansion for potential 
suppliers of scheduled marine freight services?  How long would it take for a new 
entrant on a route to provide a profitable scheduled marine freight service? In 
particular:

a. Do new entrants face difficulties obtaining appropriate access to and using 
suitable landing facilities at the Port of Gove or at any other ports in the NT 
and FNQ?  If so, what are these difficulties and why do they arise?

b. Are the customer contracts currently held by Sea Swift and Toll a barrier to 
entry or expansion for potential scheduled marine freight providers?  Will 
customers more readily switch to a new scheduled service provider if the 
Proposed Acquisition does not proceed?

c. Has Sea Swift previously engaged in strategic conduct to deter entry or 
expansion?  Could it do so if the Proposed Acquisition proceeds?

d. To what extent would entry or expansion into new routes involve incurring 
“sunk” costs that cannot be recovered if a supplier later chooses to no longer 
provide services on these routes? How significant are these costs?

9. What is the extent of bargaining power on the part of customers bargaining with 
service providers in each of the NT and FNQ?  Do smaller customers, such as 
remote communities, have any bargaining power when negotiating with marine 
freight providers?

10. How likely is it that large customers in the NT and FNQ would sponsor a new 
scheduled marine freight provider, commence operating their own marine freight 
services, or threaten to do either of these things, in order to facilitate competition on 
routes where Sea Swift already operates? Would any such threat or action by large 
customers be sufficient to protect smaller customers from price increases or service 
degradations?

11. Will Toll’s proposal to acquire and hold 20% of Sea Swift as part of the purchase 
price for the Proposed Acquisition give Toll an increased incentive not to re-enter the 
markets?  

12. What is the likely future state of competition for the supply of scheduled marine 
freight services in the NT and/or in FNQ in the absence of the Proposed Acquisition?  
By comparison, is the Proposed Acquisition likely to lessen, prevent or hinder 
competition?

13. Are there any other public detriments that are likely to result from the Proposed 
Acquisition?  If so, what is the nature and extent of those detriments?

Public benefits

Sea Swift contends that several public benefits are likely to arise from the Proposed 
Acquisition: see section 21 of Form S, pp. 56-60.
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Issues

14. Sea Swift submits that the consideration to be received by Toll for the sale of its NT 
and FNQ businesses is more than Toll would receive in a wind-up scenario. Sea 
Swift therefore submits that the orderly exit of Toll is a public benefit because it 
effectively lowers the costs of entry because new entrants will see entry as less risky 
if the opportunity to exit via a similar transaction remains available: see paragraphs 
21.15 and 21.16 of the Form S. To what extent is this really a public benefit? How 
much weight should it be given?

15. Sea Swift claims that the Proposed Acquisition will mean Toll’s current customers will 
benefit from an ‘orderly exit’ by Toll. If Sea Swift does not purchase Toll’s business 
and Toll decides to exit the market, is it likely that Toll will take steps to make sure 
that an orderly exit still happens?

16. If the Proposed Acquisition does not occur and Toll decides to exit the market, would 
there be a gap in the provision of freight services for any customers who currently 
have a contract with Toll? If so, how many customers would be affected, and how 
long would such a gap last?

17. Sea Swift has offered a 5-year commitment to maintain services on all the routes it or 
Toll currently services (unless another operator begins providing scheduled services 
in these regions), but at reduced frequencies compared to the current combined 
offering of Toll and Sea Swift.  If the Proposed Acquisition did not proceed and the 
conditions did not apply, would Sea Swift service each of those routes?

18. Sea Swift has offered a 5-year commitment to cap the prices it will charge for 
scheduled services, with initial base prices linked to Toll’s scheduled rates in the NT, 
and Sea Swift’s scheduled rates in FNQ, both as at 1 August 2015. The price cap is 
subject to increases each financial year for the consumer price index and increases 
in Sea Swift’s labour costs.  Sea Swift would be able to charge certain fees and 
charges in addition to the base price. Many customers of Toll and Sea Swift do not 
pay the current scheduled rates as they receive significant discounts. What will be 
the size of the potential price increase to be incurred by uncontracted customers if 
they must pay the maximum price of the price cap? How effective will the price 
commitment be, particularly for uncontracted customers and currently contracted 
customers whose contracts expire during the term of the commitment?  What will 
happen when the commitments expire?

19. To what extent do customers currently receive discounts off the current scheduled 
rates? 

20. Sea Swift asserts that the Proposed Acquisition will result in a more sustainable 
business that will be more internationally competitive, which Sea Swift says is a 
public benefit in light of proposed legislative changes that will lead to the possibility 
of international companies entering the market. How will any of the proposed 
legislative changes affect the likelihood of an international company entering the NT 
or FNQ?  Does the Proposed Acquisition make it more likely or less likely that an 
international company will enter the FNQ and/or NT? How would the Proposed 
Acquisition have any effect on the international competitiveness of any Australian 
industry?

21. Sea Swift asserts that a more efficient market outcome is likely to result from the 
Proposed Acquisition, notwithstanding that it would have the effect of removing the 
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competitive constraint that Toll presently imposes on Sea Swift. 

a. To what extent does the existence of economies of scale and scope mean 
that the Proposed Acquisition is likely to lead to more economically efficient 
market outcomes?

b. To what extent are economies of scale and scope exhausted when existing 
vessels reach full capacity? 

c. Is it more efficient to have only one scheduled provider of marine freight 
services on: all routes; no routes; or only a subset of routes in the NT and 
FNQ?

d. Is it likely that dynamic efficiencies will be achieved as a result of the 
Proposed Acquisition due to markets more quickly achieving efficient market 
structures? To what extent, if any, are these gains likely to be offset by 
reductions in incentives for efficient investment and innovation over time by 
Sea Swift as a result of the removal of any competitive constraint likely to 
exist without the Proposed Acquisition?

e. To what extent will the service and price commitments offered by Sea Swift 
be likely to lead to improved allocative efficiency as a result of prices more 
closely reflecting the costs of providing scheduled marine freight services?

22. For each of the public benefits claimed by Sea Swift:

a. What is the nature and extent of the public benefit?  Is it enduring and of 
substance?  What is the likely magnitude of the benefit?

b. Is the public benefit a consequence of the Proposed Acquisition, or is it likely 
to occur with or without the Proposed Acquisition?

23. Are there any other public benefits that will result from the Proposed Acquisition? If 
so, what is the nature and extent of those public benefits?

Proposed conditions

Sea Swift has requested that the Tribunal grant authorisation subject to conditions which are 
set out in Annexure A to Sea Swift’s Form S (the Proposed Conditions): 

 not to enforce or rely on any exclusive or minimum volume terms contained in current 
Toll contracts; 

 to provide a minimum level of scheduled services and publish shipping schedules on 
its website for five years, unless another operator begins providing scheduled 
services in these regions; 

 not to charge over a certain calculated amount for specific scheduled services for five 
years according to a price calculation proposed by Sea Swift, with initial prices linked 
to Sea Swift’s current scheduled rates in FNQ and Toll’s current scheduled rates in 
the NT as at 1 August 2015. 

If the Tribunal has concerns about access to the Port of Gove, Sea Swift has also offered an 
access condition, set out at Annexure E to Sea Swift’s application (Gove Access 
Condition).  
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In addition, Toll has committed to not charter the Toll Territorian and Bimah Tujuh vessels 
currently used in the NT, and to sell Toll’s Warrender vessel (Toll Commitments).  

Issues

24. Are the Proposed Conditions, the Gove Access Condition and the Toll Commitments 
capable of effectively addressing any detriments arising from the Proposed 
Acquisition?

25. Are there any risks or potential future market changes that might undermine the 
effectiveness of each of the conditions, including any risk that Sea Swift may be able 
to circumvent the conditions or not act in the spirit of the conditions?

26. Can the Proposed Conditions and the Gove Access Condition be effectively 
monitored, given their complexity and the need for detailed current information to be 
able to do so?
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